Our brief in this symposium is to look at "both the continuing significance of some long-lived patterns in the scholarship of this field, and the importance of newer emergent trends and themes," particularly in relation to "big questions that scholars-not just historians-might ask about technology, culture, and the world." Bruce Seely further asked us for "insights about where historians of technology and the Society should be directing their scholarship and activities in the years ahead." This is a tall and problematic order: what exactly is the field we should be considering, since the study of technology is clearly not confined to self-proclaimed historians of technology? How can we even begin to give a picture of its accomplishments? Indeed, ought we not distrust narratives that purport to tell us where the historiography (and other studies) of technology has been, is, and is going? Furthermore, should we not bear in mind that exhortations that fields are shifting or ought to shift to one particular method, problem, or period often repress rather than stimulate novelty, and reflect a narrowing of conversation and debate, perhaps inevitable in diverse fields, but no less regrettable for that? In this essay I hope to avoid some of these problems by asking an even bigger prior question: what is the history of technology (in Dr.
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7 "Material culture" was much more cultural than material, as a browse through the "thing studies" literature will quickly confirm. 8 Studies of "consumption" have been in fashion, while investigation of "production" is shockingly démodé. In this context it does not come as a surprise that the standard text on technological determinism of recent years was mainly about beliefs in technological determinism (itself generally defined as a belief, rather than a theory). 9 Indeed, "cultural history" of technology has been in vogue, as evidenced by Mikael Hård and Andrew Jamison's book subtitled A Cultural History of Technology and Science 10 and by Paul Forman's recent reflection on the place of technology and science in modernity and post-modernity. 11 And, in SHOT's NSF Workshop, Carroll Pursell particularly insisted on the virtues of cultural history as applied to technology, though in a much broader sense. 6. "The idea seems to be that if our findings or our arguments fit neatly into some widely accepted theoretical framework, then that will satisfy all the conceivable methodological concerns: theory provides that common language of argument . . . and it also provides as much social science as we might need to ensure that our statements are anchored in a plausible understanding of human nature and social being. We need to attend to meanings not just in relation to technology but in the work of historians of technology too. To get at what historians of technology are actually doing and how they do it, we need to look beyond the claims to methodological and historiographical novelty, implicit and explicit, and attend to what is said and done. Yet in the history of technology, analysis of what historians have argued, produced, established, assumed, and concluded is extraordinarily rare, whether in celebratory or critical mode. In SHOT meetings and in the journals, it is surprising how few and far between critical references to specific historical arguments are: there is hardly any debate or even serious substantive disagreement. 13 Even more telling is the fact that SHOT's NSF Workshop, which was designed to produce reflections on what had been done, generally did not.
In what follows I make a particular assessment and critique of what is commonly done and made and how it is commonly done and made (to echo an old and yet, as we shall see, hardly ever observed definition of technology) in the historiography of technology.
14 I suggest that much history of technology has been concerned with illustrations, through historical examples, of the nature of technological change. This is done by studying selected novelties, when they were new, in historically familiar surroundings, with the aim of illuminating the technology-society relation. "Technology" in academic historical practice means a peculiar conflation of novelty and power. 15 It is indeed a hazardous term, to use Leo Marx's term, which often seems to blunt analytical tools; sometimes it seems to make critical thought impossible. 16 As recent work by Eric Schatzberg makes clear, the term "technology" is a much-changing, fluid concept; its widespread use in something like the modern sense dates only from the interwar years, and though it was closely connected to the idea of progress it was not then conflated with novelty. 17 It became identified with technological novelty after World War II, and this identification, I argue, has profoundly affected historical work. 18 In other words, the history of technology uses very particular definitions of technology and history, definitions that would need replacing should one want to inquire into the place of technology in history, to answer questions like, "What technologies shaped twentieth-century America?" or better still, "Was Tom Hughes right about technology in American history?" My assessment is a particular and limited one, concerned mainly (but certainly not only) with outstanding general texts in the history of technology, concentrating on what they say about the twentieth century. 19 The field is fortunate that some of its very best practitioners have self-consciously brought together the scholarly journal and book output of the last few decades in general texts for students and the public. 20 By studying these rich fruits we shall know the field, its implicit and explicit assumptions. I show that key assumptions about technology and history to be found in this literature are also commonplaces in many different historical and social scientific literatures, in the best and most celebrated works.
It might be objected that such general texts in their very generality cut against the grain of recent developments, and that they therefore cannot stand for the field as a whole. Whether there is in fact a great difference between the explicit big pictures and the implicit ones in local studies is something to be established, not assumed. My own view is that, for all the supposed incredulity toward meta-narratives, there is a usually implicit credulity toward some meta-narratives in narrower studies, usually the familiar long-established ones though often inverted into anti-progressive forms. But in this essay I make no attempt to assess the journal literature.
I should say something about my own contribution to the big-picture genre. The Shock of the Old was written for the general reader, so I did not set out a full critique of the literature or label every novelty. This has led inevitably to both expected and unexpected misunderstandings of its argument and aims. The book was based on the idea (developed here) that accounts of the material constitution of twentieth-century society have been flimsy, yet had very great authority; that theories of material modernity have stood in for empirical studies; and that echoes of past boosterism shaped historiographical agendas. The Shock of the Old seeks to present new historical arguments in relation to technology in history, about such matters as production, nations and nationalism, war, and so on. It rests on a very general historiographical critique, rather than on a call to shift attention to under-researched aspects of technology. Although it has been interpreted as arguing for the study of use over invention/innovation, or for the small rather than the big, or for extending studies of users and consumers, or to shift attention from the rich to the poor, it is a call to rethink invention/ innovation as well as use-to rethink the big as well as the small, production as well as consumption, and the rich world as well as the poor world. 
What Is the History of Technology About?
Reviewing the T. K. Derry and Trevor Williams Short History of Technology, the 1961 condensation of the multivolume History of Technology published by Oxford University Press, Thomas P. Hughes lamented that "influenced by prior scholarship they have generally written of the history of technology as if it were identical with the history of invention" despite their very broad and noninnovation-centric definition of technology, alluded to above. 22 Hughes's complaint notwithstanding, the identification of technology not with invention, but with some successful invention and the early histories of particular technologies, lives on powerfully, and is especially evident in (though certainly not restricted to) general texts.
Let us move from the past observations from the last of the founders to the newest general text, Robert Friedel's Culture of Improvement. Friedel's introduction tells us that the subject matter is the "nature of technological change," why and how technological change has changed, and how the changes have changed. It promises to be a history of invention and innovation, usefully recast as part of a wider history of "improvement," avoiding the misleading and almost always post-hoc distinctions between radical and incremental inventions, which are still very prominent in the literature. For Friedel, improvements can be small or large and apply to all technologies, whether old or new, an important analytical advance. Yet the book presents a familiar account of selected technologies at early points in their history. Agriculture thus appears in a chapter on the medieval heavy plow, the horse, and three-course rotation and again in the nineteenth century with mechanization and artificial fertilizers. The greatest-ever age of agricultural improvement in the rich world, that of the late twentieth century, is not discussed. The subjects of the four chapters on the twentieth century are the early histories of strategic bombing, the nuclear bomb, dams and electrification, computers, the internet, jets and supersonic airliners, eugenics, television, and radio, with bicycles making a welcome appearance to provide some contrast.
Friedel's choice of technologies, and the focus on their early history, are perfectly representative of the field. For example, in Tom Misa's From Leonardo to the Internet, the period 1870-1930 is discussed in terms of research and invention in electricity and chemicals; 1936-90 in terms of the wartime (World War II, that is) history of the atomic bomb, electronics, and computing; and 1970-2001 in terms of the fax, hamburgers, and the internet. The period 1900-50 is also dealt with in terms of modern architecture, but otherwise, apart from the hamburger, the technologies and their periodizations are very familiar. A variant is given in Ruth Schwartz Cowan's textbook on U.S. technology which claims explicitly that "four technological systems have dominated twentieth-century history: automobiles, and their attendant roads and fuel sources; aircraft, spacecraft and also rockets; electronic communication devices, from wireless telegraphy to personal computers; and finally, biotechnologies, new foodstuffs, medications, and contraceptives," an argument which has the virtue of insisting on the simultaneous existence of these systems. 23 Even when there is an explicit concern to engage with general history, the familiar technologies in their early years are center-stage. Thomas Hughes's American Genesis is focused on the early history of electricity, research and development, mass production, and the atomic bomb. More recently a general American history textbook written by Pauline Maier, Merritt Roe Smith, Alexander Keyssar, and Daniel J. Kevles includes much material on science, technology, and medicine and deals with the usual suspects in the usual period-for example, the atom bomb in World War II. 24 For all that they concentrate on the early history of a small sample of technologies, such studies are not histories of invention or innovation. They are not concerned with the analysis of invention and innovation in particular historical periods. Were they to do so they would be largely histories of failure, and they would be much more broad-ranging in the technologies covered. 25 What we have in these texts is a conflation of stories of invention/ innovation and of use. There is a focus on the early history of selected technologies which later came into widespread use, or which appear self-evidently important. They are neither a history of technologies in use at a particular time, nor yet a history of invention or innovation at that time. It is the conflation, not the focus on invention or innovation, which is a crucial problem with the literature if one is interested in the place of technology in history, or indeed the history of invention or innovation. 26 There are, however, many significant general works which are less innovation-centric than the norm: they include the works of Arnold Pacey, 26. It is for this reason that I have argued in The Shock of the Old not, as is sometimes suggested, for studies of use rather than invention, but rather for properly specified studies of each. I did not explain clearly enough in "Innovation to Use" that innovation-centric studies were not typically studies of innovation or invention as such. In either case, the originality of the point resides not in the point itself-which is obvious-but in noting the systematic way the literature conflates innovation and use.
27 28 Important as the exceptions are, exceptions to the rule are not the same as critiques, nor do they necessarily even betoken awareness of the problem of innovation-centric conflation. In this light it is important to recall Svante Lindqvist's unjustly neglected article on mapping technological landscapes, which notes the focus on early history and the lack of studies of both use and, most interestingly, disappearance.
29 Pursell has argued that "the history of technology, as currently studied, privileges design over use, production over consumption and periods of 'change' over those which seem static and traditional."
30 But neither of these crucial articles addressed the central conflation I am focusing on.
However, the move among some historians of technology to studying users and consumption does not necessarily mean a move to the study of technologies-in-use. Studies of users, central to work in the SCOT tradition, focus on users in innovation. Indeed an innovation-centric definition of technology is central to SCOT. 31 In Ruth Schwartz Cowan's call for the study of the "consumption junction," and in Ruth Oldenziel's subsequent arguments, a central point made is that studying users shows them active in the shaping of technology.
32 It is revealing, too, that the key concept of tech- The innovation-centric conflation of innovation and use in the case of technology is something that the history of technology shares with a very broad scholarly community. It appears as a problem even where one might least expect it. If one looks at the work of general historians at the macro level, the innovation-centric focus is strongly evident. 34 It is there in studies of technology in the ancient through to the early-modern periods, where data on invention are scarce to say the least. 35 It is present in anthropology too, though of course so are, as one would expect, studies of use.
36
Sociology is replete with naive innovation-centrism, evident, for example, in the work of Manuel Castells. 37 For economics and economic history, the import of the distinction between invention/innovation, diffusion, and impact is so well-known as to be obvious. Yet in economic history the dominant tradition of thinking about technology has been Schumpeterian in inclination, and thus very innovation-centric, as is evident in the work of David Landes and Joel Mokyr. The focus on use is clear in the tradition of cliometric history-in the work of Paul David, for example-but it is far from general. 39 The economics of technology is mostly the economics of innovation; influential and well-known work conflates the two, for example William Nordhaus's work on the impact of technology on productivity in the long run. 40 The issue is not just one of timing of impacts, but also of which technologies are significant. Even when these issues are explicitly considered (as in studies of the use and impact of "general purpose technologies"), they are the usual suspects (steam, electricity, and information technology) in the usually associated periods. 41 We might note, too, the extreme innovation-centricity and reification of the usual suspects in the so-called "long-wave" theories, in vogue from the late 1970s into the 1980s. 45. Misa (n. 20 above), xiv; the term also provides the title for the final chapter. My assessment differs somewhat from that of Eda Kranakis, who hailed the book in that "it puts technology back into mainstream history" (Technology and Culture 46 [2005] : 812), a comment which suggests previous attempts had not succeeded! 46. And so too in many ways is Hubris and Hybrids a work which usefully decries the "romance and tragedy" styles of discussing technoscience. Note also that the tone of all these works is very different from the standard history book, either for the academy or the general public.
47. In particular the contribution of Rebecca Herzig, but also the roundtable of da Vinci Medalists. To be clear: I am far from arguing against such an engagement, but there
The Question of History
In his review of Derry and Williams, Hughes lamented their failure to integrate the history of technology into history, despite their claim to have done this. 43 The focus on history, of placing technology within its historical context, has been central to U.S. history of technology for decades-evident, for example, in the work of Hughes and his students, and in the American Historical Association/SHOT booklet series. 44 Yet it is worth noting that despite this commitment among many of its American founders and long-time supporters, the so-called Society for the History of Technology does not put history first in its constitution: "The purpose of the Society shall be to foster interest in the development of technology and its relations with society and culture, and to promote scholarly study of the documents and artifacts of the history of technology." In this the constitution was prescient, or perhaps prescriptive, in that most SHOT conference sessions are organized by technology and theme, not historical period, nor historical question (though of course some are).
That historical questions are often secondary is reflected in the fact that the explicit aim of key books by SHOT 46 Though more historical, the concern with the question of technology is also unmistakable in Pursell's recent Technology in Postwar America and in Hård and Jamison's Hubris and Hybrids. Indeed, it was striking, at least to me, how much of the discussion in the SHOT plenaries in Washington in 2007 was directly concerned with moral questions and political engagement rather than with history. 47 is a difference between engagement in a political/moral question through an engagement in a historical debate, and a direct engagement with politics. At least that is my experience of doing both.
48. At the NSF Workshop a participant criticized my optimistic view of the public sphere, stressing the lack of civic solidarity across age, gender, etc., and the consequent self-isolation which left people vulnerable to insidiously propagandistic notions. All I can say from my experience of the reception granted The Shock of the Old (n. 21 above) is that there is a public, of all ages and genders, for grown-up accounts of technology in history.
49. For examples see my Warfare State: Britain 1920 -1970 (Cambridge, 2005 , and The Shock of the Old. Raphael Samuel was a pioneer not just of "history from below" but of "historiography from below" in his generous recovery of the contributions of indusOf course addressing "the question of technology" is laudable and reflects the many and varied publics with which the history of technology engages. In terms of academic audiences, historians of technology address non-historians primarily, above all engineering and science students, and, among researchers, the external audience is most likely to be social scientists interested in technology. The wider public interested in the history of technology is also primarily interested in technology rather than history; the policy concerns of historians of technology tend to be in the area of technology policy. This is as it should be, yet historians of technology and their publics exist in a state of tension, which shapes the work of historians in direct ways.
Historiography from Below
Historians of technology have stressed fundamental differences in the way they understand technology from the way they believe their publics understand technology. In particular, the historians emphasize their freedom from what they consider common public delusions, among them technological determinism, the linear model, and whig history. However, there is much that is common to both once we look seriously at non-academic and non-professional literatures. We should take non-professional historical ideas seriously not merely as objects of study, but also as contributions to our shared understanding of technology in history. What I call doing historiography from below shows vast stores of accumulated knowledge which can be used by academic historians, as well as reminding us that popular understanding of technology in history is much more sophisticated than is often assumed. 48 It is a powerful way, particularly if this knowledge is studied in time, of uncovering and understanding core assumptions in academic studies, particularly those that endure over long periods. For example, it helps make visible key assumptions which underlie most academic accounts of the relations of science, technology, economics, and twentieth-century war, and indeed many other aspects of thinking about science and technology over the last century. Looking at non-professional accounts of technology in society and history can help us understand the depth of the commitment to the standard account of twentieth-century technology. In his 1934 text Technics and Civilization, Lewis Mumford celebrated the neotechnic revolution (the term was coined by Patrick Geddes, but rendered into English, new technology makes its meaning and significance clearer) being brought about by electricity and new alloys. 50 Mumford was not the first or the last to think in this way. For example, Harry Elmer Barnes, a noted U.S. historical sociologist and exponent of the "technological conception of history," thought in 1948 that the world had gone through three industrial revolutions, the first of iron, steam, and textiles, the second of chemistry and large industries, steel, and new communications, and the third, still occurring in 1948, was "the age of electrification, automatic machinery, electric control over manufacturing processes, air transport, radios and so on." A fourth was on the way: "with the coming of intra-atomic energy and supersonic stratospheric aviation we face an even more staggering fourth Industrial Revolution."
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Barnes was known at this time for his "revisionist" views on the United States and the world wars, and he would become a pioneering Holocaust denier; his views on technology were orthodox commonplaces.
The Left too thought in these terms. Marxism had long focused on what bourgeois propagandists took to be the most radical and novel forms of industrial organization.
52 It was to be an enduring feature of Marxist thought. The Belgian Trotskyite economist Ernest Mandel, writing in the early 1960s, claimed the first industrial revolution had been based on the steam engine, the second on the electric motor and the internal combustion engine, and the third, of which the "warning signs" appeared in the 1940s, was based on nuclear energy and electronically controlled automation. 53 A British communist writing in the mid-1960s, and one who believed in only one industrial revolution, treated the period since World War II in terms of atomic power, computers, automation, and space exploration. 54 In the Soviet Union the idea of a "Scientific-Technical Revolution," centered on automation, became Communist Party doctrine from the mid-1960s. The idea may well have been lifted from the earlier bourgeois idea of the "Scientific Revolution" (as in C. P. Snow, The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revo- Latour is of course right to warn against the use of context (given by existing social science or history) to explain other knowledge. We shouldn't explain lution) applied not to the seventeenth century but to the twentieth, and associated with airplanes, electronics, and atomic power.
The similarity of the short lists of technologies, along with the closeness of the point of innovation to the period of their supposed world-historical significance, add up to a striking consensus across political, ideological, and national boundaries. Also notable is the lack of empirical justification for the centrality of this or that technology to this or that historical period. We need to understand the content of such claims not merely for historical but also for historiographical reasons: such accounts remain profoundly influential in shaping our historical understanding. 55 
Contextual Histories
The aim of many historical studies of technology in the SHOT tradition has been to think about technology by placing it in its historical and cultural context. What that context is or should be has not provoked much discussion, perhaps necessarily so. 56 An obvious limitation is that historians do not agree about history. There is a more significant flaw in contextualism in that it assumes that the existing historical work used to establish context does not already have a particular account of technology in it. But it generally does, at least implicitly, resulting in a range of possibilities from contradiction to circularity. Circularity is more likely, in that general historical accounts have implicit accounts focused on the usual technological suspects in the usual periods.
One way out of these problems might be to write the "history of content and context together," by emphasizing "co-production," a program strongly influenced by the work of Bruno Latour and his critique of social construction. Andy Pickering puts the case powerfully for science, but the argument applies equally to technology: he calls for work "without regard for traditional distinctions between history of science and history more generally, and especially without centering research upon an archive demarcated by such distinctions." Pickering continues: "Such an approach would blur the disciplinary identity of historians of science, of course, but no one is better placed than historians of science to speak of the truly integral place of science in global history, and the end result might be a clearer view of global history itself." 57 But in this kind of post-contextual history, (say) technology through sociology; fine, but Latour often confounds sociology with society. In order to understand society, and how it relates to technology, we need to understand sociology and criticize it in connection with empirical materials.
58 there is always the Latourian temptation of seeing the world as being recreated from scratch in the laboratory, and of depicting it as described by scientists and engineers, without noting that their images are far from being original to them.
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A different kind of post-contextual history is possible. Let me give a concrete instance of how this might work. Let us imagine that we had a full account of global twentieth-century invention, innovation, and technologiesin-use, derived independently from contemporary commentary and our histories. Could we usefully contextualize this within existing global histories? I think this answer is no. An account of the material constitution of the human race in the twentieth century would stand as a rebuke to our understanding of the historical context; it would also stand as a rebuke to most theorizing on modernity. For example, it would reveal the rise of a new poor world, which hardly figures in global histories or theories of modernity.
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This is not so much as a result of lack of interest in the poor world, rather that of seeing it as a deficient, behind-the-times version of the central model.
Indeed the astonishing power of the standard picture of twentieth-century technology is demonstrated by its centrality to studies of the colonial and post-colonial worlds. Thus Gyan Prakash notes that to "speak of India is to call attention to the structures in which the lives of its people are enmeshed-railroads, steel plants, mining, irrigation, hydro-electric projects . . . and now, the bomb." 60 The long list he produces hardly includes anything which did not come from outside India and was not central to Western accounts of modernity. Most studies of India and of colonial and postcolonial settings deal with just such machines and structures. 61 The same applies to the great majority of studies of "post-colonial technoscience." 62 There is nothing subaltern about technologies in post-colonial literature. This is all the more striking given that a central concern of studies of postcolonialism is to challenge the view that Western models of modernity apply to the non-Western world, as Francesca Bray has. 63 There is a more general challenge to be made than "provincializing Europe": the problem is not just the so-called Eurocentricity of our account of technology and global history, but that our picture of the Eurocenter is of very dubious merit. Looking at the poor world is a challenge not merely to the universality of standard models but their applicability anywhere. 64
Toward Material Histories
Rosalind Williams has called for a history of technology "whose ultimate goal is understanding how history works." 65 But we are a long way from it. Technological determinism (the potentially interesting notion that society is determined by the technology it uses) is at present untestable because of the weakness of our material explanans by comparison with the social and historical explanandum. We simply don't have a picture of, say, the complete matériel of an army, let alone of a society as a whole. 66 Indeed, appreciating the sheer weakness of our account of the material constitution of the past and present seems to me to be a critical point. We don't even properly understand the large-scale production technologies of the rich world. The history of technology-in-use, and the history of invention, too, have barely begun to be written.
Getting to a better account of technology means counteracting what Australians usefully call the "cultural cringe"; the term is used as a criticism of local intellectuals who underrate the cultural production of their locality and overestimate foreign high culture. The very lowness and ubiquity of technology make it significant in history but suspect in the academy. Yet there are other unfashionable areas of history, such as business, economic, and military history, that need to be engaged with rather than going down the now traditional path of seeking respectability by applying novel high theory to low subjects. Indeed, we need to reach down the food chain, to the amateur specialists on plows, tractors, airplanes, rickshaws, aircraft, small arms, and electric toasters.
Worthwhile historical studies of technology are likely to, and might be directed to, challenge not what we take to be popular misconceptions, but rather the best academic work, its substantive content as much as its methodology. Taking seriously how a wide range of scholars treat technology opens up a powerful site of critique, not least of self-consciously advanced modes of historical analysis and other analyses, many of which assume very limited models of the material constitution of society and its development. Understanding what the founding members of SHOT got wrong (let alone right) about modernity might well be more significant than finding a new way of bashing technological determinism, and more interesting than a ride on the latest novelty in the academic fairground. We should beware of privileging the novel, in both history and in historiography, not out of conservatism, but because we understand the power and influence of claims to novelty to disguise a lack of novelty, and indeed sometimes to suppress it. Novelty-mongering is itself profoundly unoriginal, but old-fashioned futurism, despite being passé, is still surprisingly effective. As the Uruguayan engineer (stretching both definitions) the Comte de Lautréamont quipped a long time ago, progress implies plagiarism; but, we might add, not all plagiarism is progressive.
